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ABSTRACT: The extravagance of the nano-Product electronic channel media and/or digital data is no longer a (nano-
Product-big-data) facet, where “True Satisfaction” green understanding of an green Electronic Marketing (e-M) (data-
information-knowledge strategic-to-operational) management; is provoking and sharing the green satisfaction
multidimensional inter-disciplinary and cross-disciplinary, resources data, experience information, consequences knowledge
implications of all participant actors in an nano-Product e-M satisfaction true process environment. The “True Satisfaction”
logic argues; that operational qualitative information research facilitates and illustrates strategic quantitative data research,
and quantitative research does the same rote, where both approaches shape the available User Satisfaction (US) green
functional data-information suitability and nano-composite Product Satisfaction (PS) context strategic-to-operational
completeness interoperability, in an accumulative e-M Environment (e-ME) knowledge ability, to shape an green intentional
logical satisfaction perspective knowledge. While the framework semantic; convoys that, “Green nano-composite e-M
implementation research methodology is; the green satisfaction projection and projection inferences of, US qualitative
strategic physiological requirements, upon the PS quantitative operational physiological requirements, for a nano entity
investigation of green theoretical, intentional perspective and philosophical satisfaction backgrounds.”. Consequentially,
the implementation technology mechanism; is, deciding the US measurements and targets, linking US strategies too PS
processes, and US green nano-composite strategy formulation, of both green quantitative and qualitative satisfaction research
approaches, where they are strategically alignment, convoyed with integrity development, and implemented consuming
transformation logic evaluation, in parallel with satisfaction web analytics knowledge production, validation process and
integration perspective’s; nonetheless the data-information-knowledge web analytics evaluation, of green “true satisfaction”
inference implication, for US over PS research mechanisms is obtainable in the same one, green semantic process methodology.
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1. Introduction

The user and business methodologies are parallel terminologies that are fully integrated in “True Satisfaction” framework.
Creating an sustainable green energy nano-composite product e-M e-ME (Electronic Marketing Environment) knowledge
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2. The Problem Statement

In an e-ME communicating between the user and the business over the product resources and activities; is impossible to
directly link in one framework [2]; among the user ambiguous independent satisfaction, and the business product linear
progression, recourses and consequentially interrelated activities. Therefore; satisfaction  knowledge questions must be answered
about, for, and from green product, to frame an achievable sustainability architecture;

• Q1: Green true e-ME transformation terminology?

• Q2: Green true e-ME US transformation terminology?

• Q3: Green true e-M knowledge integrity development?

• Q4: Green e-M “True Satisfaction” quantitative and qualitative mechanism research semantic approach?

2.1 Problem Approach Plan
The green e-M of nano composite satisfaction data visualization, and information content transformation mechanism to US
personalization knowledge; is the Website implementation research purpose. Therefore, the mechanism has be able to classify
green; exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory knowledge research types [4].

Therefore; certain implementation mechanism questions must be answered about, for, and from green strategy:

• Q5: Website green true knowledge production?

• Q6: Website green true knowledge validation?

• Q7: Website green true knowledge integration?

2.2 Problem Approach Strategy
In real life; to fulfil green e-ME satisfaction case study; certain true implementation technology questions must be answered
about, for, and from green evaluation strategy;

• Q8: Deciding US green true measurements and targets?

• Q9: Deciding PS green true measurements and targets?

• Q10: Linking green US strategies and PS processes?

3. Related Work

Achieving an e-ME improved Green e-M (adopted e-M resources) semantic ontology nano energy standards of BS (operational
process) living in increasing US (strategic) social welfare or satisfied sustainable expenditure goal [3].

sustainability process syntax framework management, within (vertical), and cross (horizontal) of PS operational taxonomies and
across both strategic; applicable Business Satisfaction (BS) and/or desired US e-M green product e-M message interactive
behavior; and, creates an PS green intelligent media [1, 2]. Throughout, utilizing US web e-ME PS evaluation of satisfaction
operational green web capabilities accumulated green concepts under one e-ME true satisfaction framework.

     Figure 1. e-ME Lifecycle (e-MELc)
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3.1 PS; Green e-M Semantic Ontology
The e-MELc true PS; Green e-M Semantic Process ontology; in Table 1, e-ME green sustainable energy e-M strategy formula-
tion; US appropriate achievable (Features (Fe), Quality (Qu), Availability (Av), Cost (Co)) objectives (fulfillments  activities of
green satisfaction, taking into consideration the safety and green optimization goals (Safety (S) and Optimization (O)) and
strategy  (B1,.., B11) of the BS e-M operational PS processes.

Table 1. PS; Green e-M Semantic Process Ontology

Figure 2. e-ME Green True Satisfaction Resources Transformation Policy Terminology (e-MEUPSGTSRTPT)

3.2 e-ME Green True Satisfaction Resources Transformation Policy Terminology (e-MEGTSRTPT)
The e-MEUPSGTSRTPT Lifecycle (Q1), is the green semantic ontology inference relation of e-ME “Strategic” over “Operational”
Satisfaction. This “inference” terminology insures to recognize the green “True Satisfaction” implications of that “inference”
perspective, to achieve vertical operational information balance and horizontal strategic data alignment.
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Figure 3. e-ME U/PS Green True Satisfaction Resources Transformation Policy Terminology (e-MEUPSGTSRTPT)

3.4 US Green Sustainable Energy Strategic Alignment & Integrity Development (USGSSAID)
The USGSSAID ontologies strategic and operational processes of green satisfaction categories, levels, processes and  associated
operational activities, and an e-MEUPSGTSRTPT ontology for explaining green sustainable energy satisfaction, in a U/PS
(User/Product Satisfaction) terminology, of PS horizontal processes and US vertical functions; (Q3) described as:

• U/PS: U/PS final green calculated [2] value; represents the highest nano U/PS green performance process.

• U/PARP (User/Product Agent Requirements Profile): U/PS green process group, are each examples of a U/PS satisfaction
process group, and represents a group of green processes in the BS sustainable energy process.

• U/PSRP (User/Product Satisfaction Requirements Profile): U/PS Green Process; a series of green US interrelated PS
activities,which convert inputs into PS sustainable energy results.

• U/PFRP (User/Product Framework Requirements Profile): U/PS Green Activity; indicates key green US events performed when
executing a nano-product green sustainable BS energy process

The U/PS green result integrity side; in Figure 4, depends on the U/PS planning side methodology process. Therefore, if
planning data-information integrity is compromised so will the green knowledge results.

4. Implementation Research Methodology

In U/PS e-MELc; the User green e-M website scenario of “True Satisfaction” e-MEUPSGTSRTPT interoperability illustrates
how certain U/PSSAID resources and activities components can be monitored [2], by multi-agent software, using satisfaction
levels, and process software agents, which simulates green U/PS knowledge research approach evaluation mechanism.

4.1 US Process Classification Framework Website Methodology Quantitative Semantic Research
US “True Satisfaction” PS quantitative research (Q4) is conducted through emphasizing US “True; T” inference hypothesis
quantification, in the “T” mechanism collection and analysis of real U/PS data-information-knowledge. The U/PSGPCFWM
conducts the quantitative research approach by defining and using the following entities that contains “T”; U/PTGCij, U/
PTGLjk, U/PTGFjm and U/PGFjISmn.

3.3 e-ME U/PS Green True Satisfaction Resources Transformation Policy Terminology (eMEU/PSGTSRTPT)
Actually; there is no complete green U/PSSAID resources evaluation terminology or a definite optimal one, where sustainable
satisfaction variables are ambiguous and abstract of physical and physiological measures. “True Satisfaction” green e-ME
terminology or e-MEUPSGTSRTPT (Q2); as in Figure 3., recognizes the different types of strategic and operational satisfaction
resources of both US and PS (BS static in our case) measures, of green sustainable energy e-ME evaluation methodology, to
ensure U/PS transformation inference over PS; as in, the US evaluation PS policy development, or a US goal cascading PS
alignment inferences, of e-MELc process evaluation conversions
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Figure 4. U/PS Strategic Alignment & Integrity Development (U/PSSAID)

4.2 US Process Classification Framework Website Methodology Qualitative Semantic Research
US “True Satisfaction” PS qualitative research (Q4) is profiled as various “Satisfaction; S” requirements in a multi-paradigmatic
in green focus of the value of the e-ME multi-method interpretive US understanding of “S” experience. The U/PSGPCFWM
conducts qualitative research approach by defining and using the following entities that contains “S”; U/PSGCij, U/PSGLjk and
B/PSGFjm.

4.3 U/PS Green Process Classification Framework Website Methodology (U/PSGPCFWM) Knowledge Research
The U/PSGPCFWM “True Satisfaction” can be adapted to any product user website (whereas websites design is based on
creativity and innovation in data-information-knowledge visualization), and for any green business e-M strategy/plan. There-
fore the web site content transformation semantic control mechanism of resources raw data-information clicks to knowledge
performance calculated values [2], is illustrated throughout the US green projection onto the PS knowledge management e-
MELc implementation green resources techniques; as follows:

4.3.1 Website Knowledge Production (Q5); The Product Website is Concerned with the Website Session Regarding the us
Feedback/Response Interactions:
1. Product Nano Green Data/Information Integrity and Integrity Performance Acquisition: When uploading a new nano
product and/or improved, the business backend has a prefixed product nano-composite green features specifically specified
that represent the data/information acquired to be uploaded; thereby, the methodology can determine the data/information
green satisfaction performance of a new nano product based on the available uploaded data/information, where these required
product nano data/information are based on the integrity of green resources.

2. Individual or/and Group Agent Interactions: Throughout user or users feedback/response satisfaction green interactions
upon product or products nano data/information, the PSPCFEPM can determine the website nano green session of individual
or/and group; defined as U/PGFjISmn (U/P Green Framework Indicators Satisfaction).

3. Product Performance of Specific Nano Green Data/Information Acquisition: Throughout US response interactions upon
nano product specific green data/information, the evaluation methodology [2] can determine the US website session for a
specific green operational nano resource plan; defined as U/PTGFjImn (U/P True Green Framework Indicators).

4. Product Overall Performance of Nano Data/Information Acquisition: Throughout US feedback/response green interactions
upon product nano data/information, the PSPCFEPM can determine the US website session for an overall green operational
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nano resources plan; defined as U/PTGFjm (U/P True Green Framework).

5. Formulating New Product Business Process Satisfaction Knowledge Claims: The BS; defined as B/PGSF
jm

 (Business/
Product Satisfaction Green Framework), implications upon the US for a product overall performance present what is the
applicability of accomplishment regarding product operational capabilities; or not, from the business perspectives; defined as
U/PGFjm (U/P Green Framework).

6. Initial Product Business Process Performance Codification: Represent what is the initial inclusive performance value of US
applicability accomplishment regarding product operational green capabilities; or not; defined as U/PTGLjk (U/P True Green
Levels).

Figure 5. U/PS Green Process Classification Framework Website Methodology (U/PSGPCFWM)

4.3.2 Website Product Business Process Knowledge Validation (Q6); Is the Evaluation Methodology Satisfaction Perfor-
mance Knowledge Validation of Website Claims that is US Codified Knowledge:
7. Product business-process performance knowledge claim peer PS requirements review; U/PSGLWjk (U/P Satisfaction Green
Levels Wight), U/PSGLSjk (U/P Satisfaction Green Levels Score).

8. Product business-process performance validation criteria is PS requirements codified knowledge; U/PSGLjk (U/P Satisfaction
Green Levels).

9. Product business-process performance weighting of value in practice if new SLjk satisfaction knowledge is applied U/PGLjk
(U/P Green Levels).

10. Formal product business-process performance uses UTGCij (U/P True Green Categories) codification.

11. Product satisfaction-process performance knowledge claim peer US requirements review; U/PSGCWij (U/P Satisfaction
Green Categories Wight), U/PSGCSij (U/P Satisfaction Green Categories Score).

12. Product satisfaction-process performance validation criteria is US codified knowledge; U/PSGCij (U/P Satisfaction Green
Categories).

13. Product satisfaction-process performance weighting of value in practice if new U/PSGCij satisfaction knowledge is applied;
U/PGCij (U/P Green Categories).

14. Final product satisfaction-process performance uses U/PGCij codification.
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4.3.3. Website Knowledge Integration (Q7); Is the Satisfaction Knowledge Product Recommendations of Evaluation Claims,
that are either Product Business Process or/and PS Process Codified Performance Knowledge:
15. Satisfaction performance knowledge sharing; U/PGLjk, U/PSGLjk, U/PGCij, U/PSGCij and B/PSGFjm, and U/PGFjISmn user
feedback/response transfer.

16. Teaching U/PGCij, U/PGLjk and training B/PSGFjm

17. Operationalizing new US knowledge using U/PGS/R.

5. Case Study Implementation Technology

Table 2.  US e-M green nano-PS responses

A married woman loged in, started to search the e-Store, and added a green soulution product to the chopping chart. Table 2.
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represents the US responces for a green product BS footprint of clicks in one session. US calculated [2] evaluation normalization
(vertically to US and horizontally to BS e-M). U/PSGPCFWM; building consist of three steps;

5.1 Deciding U/PARP Measurements Targets (Q8)
The user drag the US green categories (U/PGCij) and drops it to the satisfaction equivalent process ordering.

Figure 6a. US defining SGCWij

The user first required input U/PSGCij is defined as; U/PSGCWij (Figure 6. a & Table 3) and U/PSGCSij (Figure 6. b & Table 4),
as;

                  URP Strategy to US

  F         Q         C          A

W     9         7         10         4

NSGCWab        0.3     0.23   0.33     0.13

SGCWij

Table 3. U/PSGCWij

                                                                                       URP Strategy to US
   F          Q        C          A

                    S                   10         8         10          7
                  NSGCSab          1         0.8      1          0.7

SGCSab

Table 4. U/PSGCSij

(a)

(b)

 Figure 6b. US defining SGCSij
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U/PSGCij performance values are defined as; SGC11=0.3; SGC12= 0.18; SGC13 = 0.33, SGC14= 0.09. And; SGC1j = 0.9

5.2 Deciding U/PSRP Levels or (GLjk) Achievable Satisfaction Levels (SGL) or SGLjk, of US Measurements Targets (Q9);
Taking an green e-M nano-product solution example; Plan the business green strategies, Green Innovation/product generation,
Order generation, Order fulfillments, People management and Servicing products/customers. Then determining the process of
the U/PSRP; The user required input SGLjk is defined as U/PSGLWjk (Figure 7. a and Table 5) and U/PSGLSjk (Figure 7. b and
Table 6), as follows;

Figure 7a. US defining SGLWjk

Figure 7b. US defining SGLSjk

                                                                                                                    SRP Strategy to US
                                                                                  L11                        L12                 L13                   L14                 L15                  L16

                                        W for US          10                  10                7               7                 0                5
                                        NSLGWjk   10/39=0.26         0.26             0.18     0.18             0         0.13

U/PSGLWbx

Table 5. U/PSGLWjk

(b)

(a)
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                                                                                                                    SRP Strategy to US
                                                                                 L11                        L12                 L13                   L14                 L15                  L16

                                              S for US         10                  10                7              10                0              7
                                              NSGLSjk           1                    1              0.7      1                 0        0.7

U/PSGLSjk

Table 6. U/PSGLSjk

U/PSGLjk performance value is 0.878; defined as;

SGL11= 0.26*1 = 0.26; SGL12 = 0.26; SGL13 = 0.13; SGL14 = 0.18, SGL15= 0*0 = 0; SGL16= 0.09; therefore SGLjk = 0.878

5.3 Linking U/PFRP Strategies and Processes (Q10):
Deciphering US (SGLjk, SGCij) objectives improvements from the product business-process organizational (UGFjm) strategies
(SGFjm) by linking the two (GFjm, GLjk, GCij), defined throughout U1 in Table 7 to Table U6, (Q3) as:

                                                   U/PGFjm             U/PSRP Strategy to US
                                                       F11             F12             F13             F14          F15          F16

                                                  B/PSGFjm                1           1            1               1        1         1
                                                  U/PTGFjm             0.01      0.837     0.143        0         0          0
                                                  U/PGFjm      0.01      0.837     0.143         0         0           0

Table 7. Fe;U1,U/PGFjm

Setting a US realistic measurements U/PGLjk, defined throughout Table 8. Of U1 to Table of U6, as follows:

     U/PTGLjk                        U/PSRP Strategy to US
        L11                 L12              L13              L14           L15          L16

 U/PGFjm               0.01         0.149       0.036         0            0         0

                                       GLjk                                   U/PSRP Strategy to US
                                  L11                    L12                    L13                   L14              L15                L16

                                    U/PTGLjk              0.01           0.837         0.143          0              0            0
                                    U/PSGLjk         0.26            0.26           0.13           0.18           0           0.09
                                    U/PGLjk           0.0026       0.217         0.019            0              0            0

U/PTGLjm             0.01         0.149       0.036          0            0         0

Table 8. Fe; U1,U/PTGLjk

Setting US realistic U/PSGLjk measurements, defined throughout B1 in Table 9 to Table B6, as follows:

Setting a US realistic U/PTGCij measurements, as:  Fe; U1, TCij = 0.239; Fe; U2,TCij = 0.26; Qu;U3, TCij = 0.26; Qu; U4, TCij = 0.26;
Co; U5,TCij = 0. 199; Av; U6, TCij = 0.1 Setting a US realistic U/PGCij measurements, as: Fe;U1,GCij = 0.072; Fe;U2, GCij = 0.078; Qu;
U3, GCij= 0.047; Qu; U4,GCij = 0.047; Co; U5, GCij = 0.066; Av; U6, GCij = 0.009.

Table 9. Fe;U1,U/PGLjk
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The US total green satisfaction performance; is the sum of GSa performance values, defined as: U/PGS = 0.319

6. Systems and Software Quality Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE) engineering

The framework (terminology, formulation, methodology and calculations) is based on performances, which consequently give
the following benefits [4], as in; definition, anticipation, prevention, and simulation, which enhances the e-ME alignment and
integrity (for cross-reference, benchmarking or mathematical functionalities) of the green data-information-knowledge strategic-
to-operational framework evaluation mechanism. For the purposes of USPCFWM 25010:2011(en) (SQuaRE) [5]; documentation
and integration; the scope defines:

6.1 Quality in use model (e-ME Context coverage )
Context coverage in USPCFWM is integrated among [6,7];

1. Context Completeness: Terminology in USPCFWM is integrated as; the direct process connection of context completeness
between both US and/or e-M perspectives of exploratory, descriptive and explanatory research implementation technology that
is used to apply the case study tools according to the proposed USPCF methodology, as illustrated in;

• U/PSGPCFWM, as shown in Fig. 5, that is concerned with the US lifecycle and corresponding lifetimes.

• US process classification framework website methodology quantitative semantic research.

• US process classification framework website methodology qualitative semantic research

• US process classification framework website methodology knowledge research

• Website Knowledge production;  the product website is concerned with the website session regarding the US feedback/
response interactions

• Product business process knowledge validation; is the US evaluation satisfaction performance knowledge validation of U/
PSGPCFWM claims that is US codified knowledge.

• Website Knowledge Integration; is the USPCFEPM satisfaction knowledge product recommendations of USPCFWM claims,
that are either product business process or/and product process codified performance satisfaction knowledge.

Website implementation purpose; described as follows :

• Exploratory green research: is explaining the focus perspective of US investigation as in the US lifetime definition, and
adoption of an accepted exploratory linear process of U/PGCij, U/PGLjk and U/PGFjm.

• Descriptive green research: is the satisfaction portray of a product accurate profile of users, events or situation. USPCFWM
descriptive research is used in a well-structured e-ME (terminology, methodology and calculations) US connection (for cross-
reference, benchmarking or mathematical functionalities); as in, U/PSGCWij, U/PSGCSij, U/PSGLWjk, U/PSGLSjk, U/PGFjISmn,
and intended to find any e-M and/or e-ME case process (vertical and/or horizontal) effect relationships among US ambiguous
variables.

• Explanatory green research: is any US and/or e-M and/or e-ME study that defines (US satisfaction resources) cause and effect
(their US and/or e-M accompanied activities) relationship among performance variables; as in, U/PGFjIWmn, U/PSGCij, U/PSGLjk,
U/PTGFjm , U/PSGCij, U/PSGLjk, U/PSGFjm, U/PGCij, U/PGLjk and U/PGFjm

2. Flexibility; defined as, “degree to which a product or system can be used with effectiveness, efficiency, freedom from risk and
satisfaction in contexts beyond those initially specified in the requirements”, flexibility terminology in U/PSGPCFWM is
integrated as; the direct process (terminology, formulation, methodology and calculations) connection (for cross-reference,
benchmarking or mathematical functionalities) of flexibility between;

• US flexibility definition (categories, score, weight and process) and/or corresponding U/PARP performances, and e-M and/or
e-ME analysis outcomes flexible consequences.
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 PS flexibility definition (process, score and weight) and/or corresponding U/PSRP performances, and e-M and/or e-ME analysis
outcomes flexible consequences.

• PS flexibility definition (process, score and weight) and/or corresponding U/PFRP performances, and e-M and/or e-ME
analysis outcomes flexible consequences.

6.2 Product quality model (e-ME U/PS)
Interoperability bases and consequences of;

• Strategic interoperability bases: as in, what e-ME US e-M nano-Product qualitative and quantitative interoperability
requirements, that makes US green strategic satisfaction interoperability true, using US green strategic vertical interoperability
processes, to evaluate strategic diverse recommendation and improving US green interoperability terminologies.

• Operational interoperability bases: as in, how to process e-ME US e-M nano-Product qualitative and quantitative requirements
interoperability, that makes US green operational satisfaction interoperability true, using green operational horizontal
interoperability processes, to evaluate diverse recommendation and improving US green interoperability terminologies.

• Process analysis interoperability bases: as in both; US strategic vertical interoperability and e-ME US e-M Product/cost
operational horizontal processes interoperability. Regarding the process interoperability analysis; for each US e-M nano-
Product interoperability green e-MELc a full set of testators’ process interoperability green lifetime; as in, for each strategic
interoperability (ambiguous and independent) U/PARP U/PGCij, a full PS set of U/PSRP U/PGLjk processes interoperability
green lifetimes, and a full BS product set of U/PFRP U/PGFjm processes interoperability lifetimes.

7. Conclusion

Considering all the e-ME U/PSGPCFWM; intentions of requirements plan and their associated perspective strategy objectives
for both participants and testators with their associated strategic resources and operational activities zones with their associated
satisfaction based terminologies; in one methodology represent the main contribution, which is adopted in this; website green
nano data transformation to implementation US responses’ information, satisfaction knowledge research management mechanism;
is considered exploratory, descriptive and explanatory,. Consequently the “True Satisfaction” logic terminology, enhances the
e-ME alignment and integrity (for cross-reference, benchmarking or mathematical functionalities) of the green data-information-
knowledge strategic-to-operational framework (definition, anticipate, prevent, and simulate) evaluation mechanism.
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